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Event encourages innovation in government
State Treasurer Colleen C. Davis, along with the University of
Delaware and Tableau Software, a leading visual analytics
platform, hosted an event for state government and university
participants today. The event promoted data gathering and
governance, while sharing interactive tools and visualization
opportunities through engaging use case presentations from
Delaware partners and hands-on trainings for beginner and
intermediate users.
“Tableau Day is a great step in making data work for the
residents of our state. Walking away from this event,
participants can better gather and govern data, and they can
take those rows of numbers and translate data into something
easy for the public to understand, and use,” said Treasurer
Davis.
The event was attended more than 75 participants across more
than a dozen agencies of state government and the University
of Delaware participants. Tableau Day featured presentations
from the Department of Services for Children, Youth and their
Families (DSCYF), the University of Delaware, and the Office
of the State Treasurer. Tableau led trainings for
participants, and Navigator Management Software shared advice
and examples of visual analytics use within public entities
while promoting data governance.
In April, the Office of the State Treasurer released their
interactive Available Income Calculator, created by staff
using Tableau. The tool is hosted on Tableau Public, allowing
other jurisdictions to use the framework and insert their own

consumer data and tax information to make the tool specific to
their residents. Since its release, the tool has been used
more than 8,000 times.
“The success of the Available Income Calculator is a testament
to the State of Delaware’s strong commitment to extending data
transparency to their residents,” said Steve Spano, Regional
Vice President, Public Sector at Tableau. “We’re delighted to
team up with the Treasurer’s office to help other
organizations around the state see and understand their data,
and use visual data stories to communicate more effectively
with their residents.”
Visual analytics products aim to make data useful, internally
helping with measurement and decision-making, and externally
providing a medium through which the complex can be made
simple and readily available for residents. The University of
Delaware presented on their efforts to create internal
dashboards, while the DSCYF discussed the dashboards they
created and have shared with the public to track and visualize
data and performance of various programs overtime.
“With respect to technology, government is often viewed as
being behind the private sector,” said Susan Steward, Office
of the State Treasurer and a Tableau user. “But today we’ve
proven that government is moving to the forefront of
innovation in order to empower residents to interact with the
state.”

